Crocus Technology Introduces a High-Sensitivity, Nano-Power TMR
Digital Switch
Crocus’ CT51x is a Nano-Power digital switch offering state of the art TMR magnetic technology as a
robust alternative to Hall Effect and mechanical reed switches
Santa Clara, CA, USA, September 7, 2016 - Crocus Technology, a leading developer of Tunneling
Magnetoresistive sensors (TMR) based on proprietary and patented Magnetic Logic Unit™ (MLU)
technology, announces the availability of the CT51x digital switch, the first in a series of fully integrated
digital sensors the company has launched. This family of devices accommodates a wide range of
applications with larger air gaps, smaller magnetic fields, and significantly lower power consumption.
The CT51x enables high-accuracy position detection, control and power switching functions with high
sensitivity and reliability that system designers demand for today’s IoT, consumer and industrial
applications.
“With ever increasing demand for intelligent sensing in smart products, the CT51x family of devices
offers design-in flexibility and cost-savings for existing and emerging applications: IoT, wearables,
appliances, smart meters, intelligent smart locks and other consumer products,“ said Zack Deiri, Chief
Sales and Marketing Officer at Crocus Technology. “The market is gravitating towards intelligent solidstate magnetic switches that provide higher reliability, faster frequency response, and extremely low
power consumption for battery-powered applications in a smaller form factor, such as the CT51x.”
When used as a proximity switch, the CT51x can detect window or door movement in intrusion alarm
systems and appliances. The digital switch can also activate wake-up and sleep modes in mobile
devices such as laptops with lid open/closed detection with extremely low power consumption. The
CT51x also measures rotation speed in battery-powered smart flow meters and can act as a safeguard
against tampering in smart utility meters where annual losses surpass a billion dollars.
The Crocus CT51x TMR family of sensors is fully integrated with the CMOS process to create a
completely monolithic solution. In terms of power efficiency, the device can perform switching,
positioning and rotation measurement, while consuming less than 350nA on average.
The Crocus CT51x family of devices is in production and is offered in different output configurations and
in JEDEC standard SOT-23 and TO-92 packages. These products could be ordered worldwide through
our authorized distributors: Future Electronics, Mouser, Comtech, and Weikeng International.
About Crocus Technology
Crocus Technology develops and supplies magnetic sensors and embedded memory solutions based
on proprietary and patented Magnetic Logic Unit™ (MLU) technology. In addition, Crocus provides the
following services:
▪ TMR sensor licensing
▪
TMR sensor design and integration based on customer’s requirements
▪ TMR bare sensor or integrated sensor wafers/die
Crocus is headquartered in Santa Clara, California. For more information, please visit
http://www.crocus-technology.com.
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